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Infrastructure upgrades enable Canadian Pacific to modify regulated track speed in Watertown
MINNEAPOLIS – As a result of infrastructure upgrades on the rail corridor through Watertown, the
maximum regulated track speed will go from 30 mph for all trains to 50 mph for freight and 60 mph for
passenger trains. The change will go into effect Oct. 3.
The new regulated track speed is the result of CP’s investment in rail and tie infrastructure at the location
where CP’s main track crosses another railroad line west of Milford Street. All infrastructure at the site will
meet federal standards for track components and inspection intervals.
This measure will improve the public traffic flow at railroad grade crossings. Motorists are reminded when
approaching any grade crossing:
Always be prepared to stop when approaching train tracks.
Do not attempt to drive around activated crossing gates.
If a crossing has no flashing lights or gates, look both ways and ensure no trains are approaching before
entering the crossing.
It takes 1 to 1.5 miles for a train to come to a stop after the brakes are applied.
If your car stalls on the tracks, get out, move off the tracks, and call 911.
Never walk on the railroad tracks. The only legal place to cross a railroad line is at a marked grade
crossing.
For more information on rail safety, visit the Operation Lifesaver website at www.oli.org.

About Canadian Pacific
Canadian Pacific is a transcontinental railway in Canada and the United States with direct links to
major ports on the west and east coasts. CP provides North American customers a competitive rail
service with access to key markets in every corner of the globe. CP is growing with its customers,
offering a suite of freight transportation services, logistics solutions and supply chain expertise. Visit
cpr.ca to see the rail advantages of CP.
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